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Abstract  

Background: Aqueous deficiency dry eye is considered  

one of the main categories of dry eye syndrome. Many tech-
niques have been developed to assess tear production and  
monitor tear film turnover. Methods such as Schirmer test,  

phenol red thread (PRT) test, and tear function index (TFI),  
have been widely used to diagnose aqueous deficient dry eye.  

All these tests are based on the principle of absorption of the  

tear from the lacrimal sac and then measuring the wetting  

length of the paper strip or cotton thread. The wetting length  

can be affected by environmental factors, particularly relative  

humidity, that could exert a strong effect on the absorption  

mechanism of the strips or threads used to measure tear  

production.  

Aim of the Work:  The aim of this study was to investigate  

the effect of changing room relative humidity on the absorption  

properties of phenol red thread (PRT) and Schirmer strips,  

and their accuracy of measuring tear film production.  

Methods : Twenty healthy subjects (40 eyes) were recruited  
for this study. Tear film production was assessed using PRTs  

and Schirmer strips in two different environmental conditions.  
Two visits were required to conduct this study. One visit was  
used to measure tear production in a room without installing  

a humidifier. The other visit was used to measure tear film  
production after the room was humidified using portable air  

humidifiers.  

Result:  Mean tear production measurements in non-
humidified room were 16.04 -}4.09 and 16. 12±9. 10mm using  
PRTs and Schirmer strips respectively. At high humidity visit,  

mean measurements was 20 -}8.03mm and 19.35 -}8.35mm.  

Conclusion:  The physical properties of the examination  
strips and threads used for measuring tear quantity could be  

affected by environmental conditions. Eye care practitioners  

should be aware of the variation in tear production measure-
ments that may result from external factors.  
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Introduction  

AQUEOUS  deficiency dry eye is considered one  
of the main categories of dry eye syndrome [1] .  
Abnormalities in lacrimal gland function can affect  
tear film production and turnover [1] . Other influ-
encing factors include hormonal changes; aging  
could also affect tear production [2] . Reduced tear  
secretion may lead to increased tear osmolarity  

and inflammatory events that may result in potential  
damage to the ocular surface [3] . Dry eye syndrome  
can lead to many symptoms, such as eye irritation,  
burning sensation, blurred vision, and red eye [4] .  

However, these symptoms can be controlled  
by using different lubricant formulations. These  
formulations work by replacing the tears and lu-
bricating the ocular surface [5,6] . Other approaches,  
such as punctal occlusion insertion and anti-
inflammatory therapy, have been proposed for the  

treatment of dry eye syndrome [7] .  

Numerous techniques have been developed to  
assess tear production and monitor tear film turn-
over [8] . Different methods, including Schirmer  

test, phenol red thread (PRT) test, and tear function  

index (TFI), have been widely used to diagnose  

aqueous deficient dry eye [9,10] . Further, observation  
of the disappearance of fluorescein dye from the  

tears using fluorophotometric techniques has been  
utilized to estimate tear film turnover [11] .  

The Schirmer test was developed by Schirmer  

in 1 903 [12] . It utilizes minimally invasive test  
strips that are inserted into the inferior fornix in  

order to assess lacrimal gland secretory function  

[13] . Subsequently, tear production can be estimated  

by measuring the wetting length of the strip. Al-
though, poor sensitivity and specificity of the  
Schirmer test have been reported, [14]  it is consid- 
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ered a useful diagnostic tool due its speed and ease  
of clinical application and low cost.  

The use of a cotton thread with phenol red was  
suggested by Hamano for the assessment of tear  
film secretory function; PRT is a pH-sensitive  
indicator which changes its color from yellow to  
red when it is inserted into the eye [15] . The use of  
PRT is less invasive compared with other tech-
niques, such as Schirmer test and TFI, which result  

in less stimulation of reflex tearing. A wetting  
length of less than 10mm in 15 seconds has been  
suggested as the cut-off value between normal and  
dry eye, with a sensitivity of 86% and specificity  
of 83% [16] . However, a previous study has sug-
gested that PRT measures residual tear in the eye  
rather than tear production [17] .  

The effect of environmental factors on the  
parameters of tear film is well-documented [18,19] .  
Significant changes in production, stability, and  
evaporation of the tear film have been observed  
with changes in relative humidity [20] . Moreover,  
environmental factors, particularly relative humid-
ity, exert a strong effect on the absorption mecha-
nism of the strips or threads used to measure tear  
production [21] . Previous studies have shown that  
water vapor absorption and moisture content of  
paper increase as relative humidity increases [21] .  
Therefore, this alteration of tear production strips  
may influence the accuracy of measurement of tear  

volume.  

The aim of this study was to investigate the  
effect of changing room relative humidity on the  
absorption properties of Schirmer strips and PRTs,  
and their accuracy of measuring tear film produc-
tion.  

Patients and Methods  

Twenty normal healthy subjects (40 eyes) with  
no history of ocular disorders were recruited for  
this study (mean age 23.8 ±3.3 years). The study  
was conducted in tear film physiology lab at king  
Saud university between January and March 2017.  
The informed written consent of all participants  
was obtained prior to conducting this study. All  
study procedures were approved by the Applied  
Medical Sciences Ethics Committee.  

Tear film production was assessed using  
Schirmer strips and PRTs in two different environ-
mental conditions. Both techniques use the principle  
of inserting the folded end into the lower fornix,  
for 15 seconds and 5 minutes for PRTs and Schirmer  
strips, respectively. Subsequently, the wetting  
length is measured to estimate the tear production.  

As the purpose of this study was to assess the  
absorption properties of PRTs and Schirmer strips  
under different environmental conditions, two visits  
were required to conduct this study. One visit was  

used to measure tear production in a room without  
installing a humidifier. The other visit was used to  
measure tear film production after the room was  
humidified using two portable air humidifiers (LB  
88, Beurer dual action Humidifier GmbH, Neu-
Ulm, Germany). Visits were arranged in an alter-
nating manner. The maximum room relative hu-
midity achieved by the portable humidifier was  
70%, where the room humidity without humidifi-
cation was 28±6%. Room temperature was constant  
during both visits (21 ±2ºC).  

The tear production test was performed imme-
diately after subjects entered the examination room  
to minimize the effect of ocular surface adaptation  
to the environmental conditions. The PRT was  
applied first because of its less invasive character-
istic compared with Schirmer strips. Fifteen minutes  
later, the Schirmer strip was then used to assess  
tear production of the subject. The subjects were  
instructed to close their eye during the duration of  
the test period.  

All data were statically analyzed using PASW  
Statistics version 18 (IBM corporation, Somers,  
NY, USA). A test of normality was carried out first  
using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Normally dis-
tributed data were compared using a Paired sample  
t-test. Data not normally distributed were compared  
using Friedman's test and a post-hoc Wilcoxon  
rank-sum test.  

Results  

Mean of tear production assessed using PRT  
and Schirmer test over ranged of relative humidity  
are shown in Figs. (1,2). Mean tear production  
measurements in non-humidified room were  
16.04±4.09 and 16.12±9.10mm using PRTs and  
Schirmer strips respectively (Table 1). At high  
humidity visit, mean measurements was 20 ±  
8.03mm and 19.35±8.35mm for PRTs and Schirmer  
strips respectively (Table 1). Paired statistical tests  
showed no statistical difference in tear production  
measurements between two visits (p>0.05).  

Table (1): A table showing the mean and standard deviation  
of tear production measured by Schirmer Test and  
phenol red thread.  

Schirmer Test  
(mm)  

Humidified 19.15±8.35 20.46±8.03  
Non-Humidified 16.12±9.10 16.04±4.09  

PRT  
(mm)  
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Fig. (1): Mean of tear production measurements evaluated  
using PRT in different relative humidity.  
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Fig. (2): Mean of tear production measurements evaluated  
using Schirmer test in different relative humidity.  

Discussion  

The main aim of this study was to assess the  
absorption properties of PRTs and Schirmer strips  
under different environmental conditions. In this  
study, investigations were conducted to assess the  
change in tear production measurements under  
different ambient conditions.  

Turnover and production of tears is essential  
for maintaining a healthy ocular surface [22] . Re-
duction in tear film production can result in hyper-
osmolarity of the ocular surface, which leads to  
increase in the level of inflammatory mediators,  
and hence, damages the ocular surface [1] . Aqueous  
deficient dry eye is mainly caused by lacrimal  
gland dysfunction. Lacrimal gland dysfunction  

results from many factors, such as blockage of the  
sensory drive to the lacrimal gland or lacrimal duct  
obstruction [23] . Inflammatory infiltration of the  
lacrimal gland has been reported as one of the  
common causes of aqueous deficient dry eye [1] .  

Different methods have been developed for the  
purpose of measuring tear production and diagnos-
ing aqueous deficient dry eye. Traditional diagnostic  
tools, such as Schirmer strips, PRT, and TFI, have  
been widely utilized to estimate production of tear  
film [14,24] . All these tests are based on the principle  
of absorption of the tear from the lacrimal sac and  

then measuring the wetting length of the paper  
strip or cotton thread.  

However, the main concern regarding these  
techniques is their dependence on the absorption  
properties of the test strips and threads. Water  
content of the diagnostic tool before and during  
the test plays an important role on the estimation  
of tear production.  

The moisture content of paper can change as a  
result of changing relative humidity [21, 25] . Previ-
ous studies have shown that moisture content and  
diffusivity of paper increased significantly as the  
room humidity was increased [26,21] .  

Moisture absorption under different amounts  
of humidity has been widely investigated. Studies  
have shown a significant effect on the physical  
properties of paper material due to humidity vari-
ation [25,26] . Numerous equations have been fitted  
to moisture absorption in order to estimate the  
moisture content of paper under different environ-
mental conditions [26] .  

In the current study, a difference in tear pro-
duction measurements was found between the two  
visits. The measured tear quantity and wetting  
length of Schirmer strips and PRTs were higher  
when the room was humidified. Despite the fact  
that the differences were not statistically significant,  
it is clear from this finding that the physical prop-
erties and absorption characteristics of the tear  
production measurement tools was affected by the  
change in room humidity. Statistically significant  
results could be obtained in environments charac-
terized by high fluctuation in relative humidity. A  
larger effect would be expected in cities on the  
east coast of Saudi Arabia, such as Dammam,  
where the humidity ranges between 20% and 90%  
throughout the year.  

This phenomenon may not be overcome easily  
by clinical practitioners due to the variation in  
humidity in examination rooms. Therefore, it should  
be taken into consideration that variation in tear  
production measurements between visits to the  
clinic could be due to external factors related to  
environmental condition rather than the patient's  
tear film status.  

20  
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A more detailed study that includes a higher  
number of subjects is needed in order to better  

understand the mechanism by which the absorption  

properties of PRTs and the Schirmer are effected  

by ambient environmental conditions. In addition,  

further studies need to be done using techniques  

such as a controlled closed environmental chamber  
that give more accurate environmental parameters.  

Also, it has ability to produce a high range of  
fluctuation in relative humidity of the test environ-
ment.  

Conclusion:  
Environmental humidity fluctuates annually  

and geographically. This variation in humidity  
could affect the physical properties of the exami-
nation strips and threads used for measuring tear  

quantity. Eye care practitioners should be aware  

of the variation in tear production measurements  
that may result from external factors.  
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